Georgia Should Restore Voting
Rights to 275,000 Citizens
Georgia denies the vote to its citizens with a felony conviction at almost twice the national rate (3.8% of
the state’s voting age population versus 2.3% nationally). African Americans are significantly more likely
to be disenfranchised than non-Blacks in the state, with 6.3% of Georgia’s Black voting age population
currently denied the vote. In total, over 145,000 Black Georgians and an additional 8,000 Latinx Georgians
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are currently denied the vote. Georgia denies the vote to all people in prison, on probation or parole and
2
is thus more prohibitive than 23 states and Washington, D.C. In order to promote democracy and ensure
all its people are represented, Georgia should extend voting rights to all people affected by the criminal
legal system in the state.

Most Disenfranchised Georgians Reside in the
Community
Driving Georgia’s high disenfranchisement rate is
its community supervision population, which is the
largest in the country. Over 400,000 people in the
state are currently under some form of supervision,
and nearly 217,000 people are ineligible to vote under
felony probation and parole statutes. Research by
Reform Georgia shows that the average length of
felony probation in Georgia is 6.3 years, nearly double
3
the national average.
Georgia’s high rate of community supervision occurs

alongside its above-average imprisonment rate (502
per 100,000)–higher than that of all of its neighboring
states. The large number of residents that Georgia
places under correctional control and its strict voting
laws have resulted in the state disenfranchising a
greater share of its citizens than neighboring North
and South Carolina.

Georgia’s Laws are Outdated and Confusing
Georgia’s felony disenfranchisement law dates back
to 1877. During the state’s constitutional convention,
officials added the wording, “no person who has
been convicted of a felony involving moral turpitude
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may register, remain registered, or vote except upon
4
completion of the sentence.” The phrase ‘moral
turpitude’ has never been defined by the state. In
practice the phrase has included every crime classified
5
as a felony.

that a plurality of white people in prison supported
Donald Trump. While data on the party affiliations
of people in prison is limited, the survey undercuts
claims that restoring the vote will universally benefit
11
a single political party.

Racial Disparities in Criminal Justice Drive
Disparities in Political Representation

Everyone deserves the right to vote. State lawmakers
in Georgia should follow in the footsteps of states
12
around the country in expanding felony voting rights.

Felony disenfranchisement bears unequal weight
on communities of color in Georgia, largely due to
disparities in the state’s criminal legal system. While
Georgia’s general population is 33% African American,
6
nearly 60% of people in the state’s prisons are Black.
Racial disparities are also evident in community
supervision. Over 50% of people on felony probation
7
and parole in Georgia are African American.

Supporting Voting Rights Improve Public Safety
Research suggests that re-enfranchisement can
facilitate successful re-entry and reduce recidivism.
University of Minnesota’s Christopher Uggen and
New York University’s Jeff Manza find that among
people with a prior arrest, there are “consistent
differences between voters and non-voters in rates
of subsequent arrest, incarceration, and self-reported
8
criminal behavior.” By ending disenfranchisement
as a collateral consequence of a felony conviction,
Georgia can improve public safety.

Georgia Can Protect Democracy By Ending
Disenfranchisement
State lawmakers can build on growing support for
protecting voting rights and promoting democracy by
9
pursuing universal suffrage reforms.
Universal voting would ensure fair and equal
representation. Some Georgia districts are drawn
using prison populations, even though people in
prison cannot vote, thus transferring political power
from the home communities of people in prison to
the predominantly rural jurisdictions where they are
10
incarcerated.
Voting reforms do not necessarily favor one political
party, meaning support for increased voting access
should garner bipartisan support. One recent survey,
conducted by the Marshall Project and Slate, found
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